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Treasurer Josh Frydenberg will use the federal budget to promise an increase in real wages in
the coming financial year after Australians endured the largest drop in their after-inflation
incomes since the introduction of the GST.

As the government runs up a large amount of debt – which one economist warns has the
country teetering between a “cosy Goldilocks cottage and a roach motel” – analysis from the
Reserve Bank and private sector economists point to a turnaround in Australians’ wages being
a central part of Mr Frydenberg’s March 29 budget.
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In his mid-year update, Mr Frydenberg forecast wages growth to 2.75 per cent in 2022-23 and
inflation to reach 2.5 per cent, delivering people their first real increase in wages in 18 months.

In next week’s budget, the Treasurer will upgrade the lift in wages to at least 3 per cent. That
would be the fastest growth in wages since early 2013 under then-prime minister Julia Gillard.

The upgrade in wages growth is partly due to the strong jobs market; the Treasurer will also
lower the government’s unemployment forecasts to below 4 per cent.

However, inflation has surged over the past six months, reaching 3.5 per cent to the end of
December. The war in Ukraine has pushed up prices for key commodities such as oil, but even
before Russia’s invasion the global economy was being hit by inflation pressures.

The lift in inflation has easily outpaced the growth in wages, which are still growing at their
pre-pandemic levels of 2.3 per cent despite the tightest jobs market in 14 years. Ahead of the
coronavirus, the Reserve Bank had started cutting interest rates in a bid to drive down
unemployment to force employers to increase staff wages.

Both the Reserve Bank and the federal Treasury have constantly overestimated the growth in
wages since 2012, regularly forecasting a lift in wages that has never materialised.

This week, Reserve Bank governor Phil Lowe said annual inflation will “probably” reach 4.5 per
cent, depending on the movement in global oil prices. The bank is forecasting wages growth to
reach 2.5 per cent by the middle of the year, leaving workers going backward by 2 percentage
points.

Private sector economists believe inflation could reach 5 per cent by the middle of the year.
That sort of increase would leave real wages falling by 2.5 percentage points, the biggest fall
since the introduction of the GST in mid-2000.

The GST lifted inflation to 6.1 per cent while wages grew by less than 4 per cent. However, most
Australians did not feel the financial pain from the start of the GST, which was accompanied by
deep cuts in personal income tax and increases in welfare payments such as the age pension.

The turnaround in wages and the broader strength of the economy out of the COVID-19
recession will be key elements of Mr Frydenberg’s fourth budget that will also forecast lower
gross government debt as a share of GDP.

But in analysis to be released on Thursday, consultancy Macroeconomics will argue despite
some upbeat assessments in the budget, the nation’s long-term finances were deteriorating.



Chief economist Stephen Anthony said Mr Frydenberg had spent rather than saved windfall
revenues from the surge in commodity prices.

He said there was now an entrenched structural deficit with spending stuck much higher than
forecast revenue.

Mr Anthony said a growing threat was posed by the lift in global interest rates, which would
impose higher interest costs on the budget.

Together with a slowdown in growth, by 2032-33 the government could be running a deficit of
almost $124 billion with net debt at a record high of $1.7 trillion.

“The Commonwealth budget position is extremely vulnerable to further fiscal slippage,
especially given the exaggerated sense of capacity to pump-prime to maintain Goldilocks
conditions,” he said.

“In 2022 Australia faces simultaneous risks in the international economic and security
environment and fundamental fissures in the federal budget. This is certainly not the time to
embrace a ‘free money’ big debt policy, which is the ‘roach motel’ that will leave the Australian
economy less scope to manage the major challenges ahead.”
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Economist Stephen Anthony says the budget is teetering between a Goldilocks cottage and a roach
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